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P-45  
DIGITAL PIANO

$659
88-note weighted and graded action with authentic piano 

sound. Optional L-85 wooden stand available, RRP $159.99.

PSR-E263
KEYBOARD

$249
Portable keyboard featuring a wide variety of sounds 

and functions. Includes BONUS HPH-50 headphones.

PSR-E363
KEYBOARD

$319
More sounds, more styles and more songs plus touch 

sensitive keyboard and melody suppressor. 

Includes BONUS HPH-50 headphones.

BONUS BONUS

P-125 DIGITAL PIANO

$899
88 weighted keys, graded action and with on-board speakers. This is 
your personal piano. Available in Black or White. Optional L-125 wooden 
stand available, RRP $159.99 & LP-1 three-pedal unit RRP $139.99.

Control all the functions of the P-125 intuitively with the Smart Pianist 
app. Available on the App Store and Google Play Store.
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$1,499DGX-660 WITH 
3-PEDAL UNIT
88-key contemporary digital piano with weighted action,  

504 voices, 205 styles, a mic input and recording 

capabilities. Includes stand with BONUS 3-pedal unit. 

Available in Black or White. Transform your favourite tunes 

into song files on your DGX-660 using the Chord Tracker app.

NP-12 PIANO 
STYLE KEYBOARD

$309
Slim and lightweight, 61-key touch response keyboard 

with built-in speakers and 10 pre-set voices. 76-key  

NP-32 with graded soft touch action also available, $419. 

YDP-144  
CABINET  
DIGITAL PIANO

$1,599
88-note weighted digital piano, GHS keyboard with matte black 

keytops, Yamaha CFX Grand Piano sound, 8W x 2 amplifiers, 

compatible with Smart Pianist app for intuitive control.  

Includes piano bench. Available in Black, Rosewood or White.

All these products come with 3 months free  

Flowkey Premium valued at $99 and a 5 year 

warranty. Learn more at flowkey.com/yamaha 

GET 3 
MONTHS 

FREE!



PSR-E263 KEYBOARD $249
Portable keyboard featuring a wide variety of sounds 

and functions. Includes BONUS HPH-50 headphones.

PSR-E363 KEYBOARD $319
More sounds, more styles and more songs plus touch 

sensitive keyboard and melody suppressor. Includes BONUS 

HPH-50 headphones. PSR-E463 also available, $449.

PSR-EW410 KEYBOARD $619
76-key touch sensitive portable keyboard with 758 

voices, 235 accompaniment Styles, 6-track recorder, 

Quick Sampling (.Wav 44.1Khz), Groove Creator, real-

time control knobs for creative effects control.  

PSR-EW300 also available, $449.

NP-12 PIANO STYLE KEYBOARD $309
Slim and lightweight, 61-key touch response keyboard with built-in 

speakers and 10 pre-set voices. 76-key NP-32 with graded soft 

touch action also available, $419. 

P-45B PORTABLE DIGITAL PIANO $659
88-note weighted and graded action with authentic piano sound. 

Optional L-85 wooden stand available, RRP $159.99.  

P-125 Digital Piano also available, $899.

YRS-24B 
RECORDER $10

YAMAHA KEYS 

P-121 PORTABLE DIGITAL PIANO $799
73-note digital piano with Graded hammer standard (GHS) keyboard, 

matte finish on black keys featuring Pure CF Sound Engine, 24 

Voices, Aux Out, 2 Track Recorder and compatible with Smart Pianist 

app for intuitive control. Optional L121 wooden stand available, RRP 

$159.99 & LP1B three-pedal unit RRP $139.99.



REVSTAR RS320 
ELECTRIC GUITAR

$499
No nonsense, stripped down, souped up and ready to 

rock, the RS320 is ready for whatever you can throw 

at it. It features set-neck construction, Rosewood 

fingerboard, T-O-M bridge and ceramic humbuckers. Ice Blue Red Copper Black Steel

Vintage White
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GIGMAKER10  
ELECTRIC GUITAR PACK

$379
This guitar and amp pack includes a quality Yamaha Pacifica 012 

electric guitar that will give the beginner a range of great sounds and an 

instrument built to last. The Vox amp provides quality looks and sounds, 

ranging from clean through to proper rock tones. Included accessories: 

clip-on tuner, Vox cable, strap, picks, spare strings and string winder.

COLOURS 
AVAILABLE

Black

Red 
Metallic

Dark Blue 
Metallic

BB234 
BASS GUITAR

$449
Yamaha BB234 has a smaller body and neck for 

sleeker looks and improved comfort, more aggressive 

contours and classic BB styling. With a new 

scratchplate design, it has a solid Alder body, Maple 

neck, Rosewood fingerboard, and ceramic pickups. 

BB235 5-string also available, $499. Limited stock.

COLOURS 
AVAILABLE

Black Raspberry 
Red

Yellow 
Natural 

Satin

Vintage 
White

TRBX174 
BASS GUITAR

$319
TRBX174 represents Yamaha’s long heritage 

in providing the best entry-level basses for 

beginners. With a modern look and versatile 

sound, the TRBX174 is great value and will provide 

the necessary low-end tone for rock bands, 

concert bands and jazz ensembles. Limited stock.

COLOURS 
AVAILABLE

Black Old Violin 
Sunburst

Dark 
Blue 

Metallic

Red 
Metallic

Also available 
in Exotic Wood 
finishes



COMPACT GUITARS
CS40 CLASSICAL GUITAR $169
This 3/4 size classical guitar is perfect for the 

young beginner. Featuring a Spruce top, this 

guitar will provide a warm sound and inspire 

students to keep practicing.

APXT2 TRAVELLER GUITAR $329
Small bodied steel string acoustic guitar with 

pickup and gig bag. Also available in Exotic Wood.

CSF1M COMPACT FOLK GUITAR $519
Steel string, solid Sitka Spruce top,  

Mahogany back and sides, piezo pickup for solid 

plugged in performance. Includes hard bag.  

All-solid CSF3M also available, $679.

ELECTRIC ACOUSTICS
APX600 ELECTRIC ACOUSTIC $399
The APX600 features best-in-class pickup 

sound, dynamic tone and upgraded 

cosmetics that combine on-stage attitude 

with refined timeless good looks.

FGX800C ELECTRIC ACOUSTIC $449
Features a solid Sitka Spruce top with 

cutaway and pickup.

ACOUSTIC PACKS
GIGMAKERC40 GUITAR PACK $199
For the highest quality at entry-level, the Yamaha C40 is 

recommended by teachers around the world. This pack also 

contains a clip-on tuner to get you started.

GIGMAKER310 ACOUSTIC PACK $219
The GIGMAKER310 pack contains all you need to get started 

straight away. It includes the world-renowned Yamaha F310P  

full-size acoustic guitar with a Spruce top for a rich sound.  

A clip-on tuner, spare strings, picks, gig bag, string winder and 

strap are also included. Includes hard bag.

GIGMAKER800 ACOUSTIC PACK $299 / $319
The GIGMAKER800 pack contains a legendary FG series  

solid-top acoustic guitar, with a tone that will grow and mature 

as your guitar playing does. A carry bag and digital tuner are also 

included. Available in Matte ($299, pictured) or Gloss ($319).
GIGMAKER310

ACOUSTIC PACK
GIGMAKER800 

ACOUSTIC PACK

GIGMAKERC40  
GUITAR PACK

CSF1M

CS40 APXT2

APX600

FGX800CAPX600

CSF1M



GIGMAKER800 
ACOUSTIC PACK $299 / $319
The GIGMAKER800 pack contains a 

legendary FG series  

solid-top acoustic guitar, with a tone 

that will grow and mature as your guitar 

playing does. A carry bag and clip-on 

tuner are also included. Available in 

Matte ($299, pictured) or Gloss ($319).

GIGMAKER310  
ACOUSTIC PACK $219
The GIGMAKER310 pack 

contains all you need to get 

started. Includes Yamaha 

F310P full-size acoustic guitar 

with a Spruce top for a rich 

sound. Includes accessory 

pack and carry bag.

GIGMAKERC40  
GUITAR PACK $199
For the highest quality at 

entry-level, the Yamaha C40 

is recommended by teachers 

around the world. This pack 

also contains a clip-on tuner 

to get you started.
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A. CS40 CLASSICAL GUITAR $169
This 3/4 size classical guitar is perfect for the young beginner. Featuring a Spruce 

top, this guitar will provide a warm sound and inspire students to keep practicing.

B. APXT2 TRAVELLER GUITAR $329
Small bodied steel string acoustic guitar with pickup and gig bag.  

Also available in Exotic Wood finish.

C. CSF1M COMPACT FOLK GUITAR $519
Steel string, solid Sitka Spruce top, Mahogany back and sides, piezo pickup for solid 

plugged in performance. Includes hard bag. All-solid CSF3M also available, $679.

D. GL1 GUITALELE $119 
The Yamaha GL1 guitalele is half guitar, half ukulele and 100% fun!  

Includes carry bag.

E. JR2 COMPACT GUITAR $199 
The JR2 is a compact play anywhere guitar great for campfire sing-a-longs, road 

trips or anywhere you want to be able to play. A Mahogany Ultra-Thin Film finish on 

the back and sides give the JR2 a beautiful look and it comes with a durable case.

F. APX600 ELECTRIC ACOUSTIC $399 
APX Series embodies the pure spirit of Yamaha and features a best-in-class pickup 

sound, dynamic tone and upgraded cosmetics. Also includes a bonus accessory 

pack!

G. CG122M CLASSICAL GUITAR $359 

The CG122’s solid Engelmann Spruce top and matte finish delivers the more detailed 

and mature sound that students and performers need.  

Also available: CGX122MSC electric-acoustic version with cutaway ($499),  

full-sized classical CG142S with gloss finish ($399).
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GIGMAKER10  
ELECTRIC GUITAR PACK

$379
This guitar and amp pack includes a quality Yamaha Pacifica 012 

electric guitar that will give the beginner a range of great sounds and an 

instrument built to last. The Vox amp provides quality looks and sounds, 

ranging from clean through to proper rock tones. Included accessories: 

clip-on tuner, Vox cable, strap, picks, spare strings and string winder.

COLOURS 
AVAILABLE

Black

Red 
Metallic

Dark Blue 
Metallic

FG820 ACOUSTIC $399
50 years since the introduction 

of the FG acoustics, the new 

range features the best-ever 

FG tone and the same great 

playability and class-leading 

quality that’s made it the choice 

of millions.

TRBX174 BASS GUITAR $319
TRBX174 represents Yamaha’s long 

heritage in providing the best entry-level 

basses for beginners. With a modern look 

and versatile sound, the TRBX174 is great 

value and will provide the necessary low-

end tone for rock bands, concert bands 

and jazz ensembles. Also available in 

Exotic Wood finish. Limited stock.

TRBX304 BASS GUITAR $549
The TRBX304 bass guitar has 

an ultra-comfortable solid 

Mahogany body that provides 

an optimum tonal foundation 

while the Performance EQ active 

circuitry gives instant access to 

perfectly dialled-in, stage-ready 

tones coupled with the expressive 

control you need. Five-string 

version also available $649.

PACIFICA 112J  
ELECTRIC GUITAR $299
Each PAC112J guitar features a comfort-

contoured solid Alder body, vintage-

style vibrato, 5-way switchable pickup 

configuration (bridge Humbucker, 

middle single coil and neck single 

coil) and diecast tuners. Available in 

PAC112V, $369.

FGX820C 
ELECTRIC-ACOUSTIC $549
FGX820C can be confidently 

recommended to all beginner 

guitarists as it features new 

scalloped X-type bracing for 

a warm rich tone. FGX800C 

also available, $449.
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FG FS CG CSF

TRANSACOUSTICS
Yamaha’s TransAcoustic Guitar 

recreates the incredible experience 

of playing in a rich, live room without 

needing any external amplification 

or effects – just the guitar itself.

FG TRANSACOUSTIC $799  
FS TRANSACOUSTIC $799 
CG TRANSACOUSTIC $899 
CSF TRANSACOUSTIC $999



LINE 6 RELAY G10S 
WIRELESS SYSTEM

$399
Stompbox digital guitar wireless for your pedalboard 

with simple plug and play operation.

AMPEG BA-108V2 
BASS AMP

$189
20 watt lightweight 

practice amp for bass 

guitar. Features an  

8" speaker, 3-band EQ and 

an aux-input for jamming 

with your favourite tunes.

LINE 6 SPIDER V MkII
LINE 6 SPIDER V 20 MkII GUITAR AMP $239
20 watt guitar amp with 16 presets for guitar, bass  

and acoustic guitar, and micro USB connection to 

Spider Remote app for recording.

LINE 6 SPIDER V 30 MkII GUITAR AMP $319
30 watt modelling amp with 8" speaker, over 200 

amps, cabs and effects, new Classic Speaker mode 

for enhanced sound and feel, USB interface and free 

Spider V Remote app recording.

LINE 6 SPIDER V 60 MkII GUITAR AMP $479
60 watt modelling amp with 10" speaker, over 200 

amps, cabs and effects, new Classic Speaker mode and 

full range speaker system with built in wireless receiver. 

Optional G10-T wireless transmitter also available, $149. 

LIN
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SPIDER V 20 MkIISPIDER V 30 MkII

SPIDER V 60 MkII

LINE 6 RELAY G10 WIRELESS SYSTEM $299
Plug and play digital guitar wireless system for home or 

the studio that’s as easy to use as a regular cable.



VOX 

AC10C1 
GUITAR AMP

$699
Introduced in the 1960s, the AC10C1 combo 

offers the classic layout of Gain, Volume, 

Reverb, Treble and Bass tone controls.  

The amplifier features 2 x 12AX7 preamp 

tubes, a pair of EL84 tubes and a 10" Celestion 

VX10 speaker, providing superb tone.

MV50 
GUITAR AMP 
HEADS

$299
This little monster weighs in at only half a kilo but 

boasts a tremendous 50 watts of power thanks to 

Nutube technology, producing serious guitar tone 

that rivals the sound of your favourite tube amp. 

Available in AC, Clean, Classic Rock, Boutique, and 

High Gain. BC108 ($129) and BC112 ($399) speaker 

cabs for MV50 also available.

AMPLUG2 
HEADPHONE AMP

$69
Offering the easiest way to enjoy true analogue 

amplifier sound in your headphones, AP2 provides three 

tone voicings along with Chorus, Delay and Reverb 

effects. The amPlug is the simplest way to get serious 

sound; occupying virtually no space, it’s an ideal choice 

for any guitarist. Available in AC30, Classic Rock, Blues 

and Bass versions. AmPlug2 Cabinet also available, $69.

VX50-GTV 
GUITAR AMP

$359
The VX50-GTV has a design that’s ultra lightweight, an 

internal structure optimised for sound with 11 amp models, 

8 effects, and the next-generation Nutube vacuum tube. 

Overturning existing ideas of guitar amps, the VX50-GTV 

will allow you to enjoy playing guitar in any style.

V845 VOX WAH PEDAL $99
Based on the specifications of the 

original pedal developed by VOX in the 

‘60s, the V845 Wah-Wah offers guitarists 

the same legendary Wah-Wah tone in 

this sturdy but very affordable design. 



LINE 6 RELAY G10S 
WIRELESS SYSTEM

$399
Plug and play pedalboard digital guitar wireless system 

that frees guitarists up to move around the stage 

without getting caught up in their cables.

LINE 6 SPIDER V MkII
LINE 6 SPIDER V 20 MkII GUITAR AMP $239
20 watt guitar amp with 16 presets for guitar, bass  

and acoustic guitar, and micro USB connection to Spider 

Remote app for recording.

LINE 6 SPIDER V 30 MkII GUITAR AMP $319
30 watt modelling amp with 8" speaker, over 200 amps, cabs 

and effects, new Classic Speaker mode for enhanced sound and 

feel, USB interface and free Spider V Remote app recording.

LINE 6 SPIDER V 60 MkII GUITAR AMP $479
60 watt modelling amp with 10" speaker, over 200 amps, cabs 

and effects, new Classic Speaker mode and full range speaker 

system with built in wireless receiver. Optional G10-T wireless 

transmitter also available, $149. 
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SPIDER V 20 MkIISPIDER V 30 MkII

SPIDER V 60 MkII

THR5A AMPLIFIER $279
THR5A is optimised for use with electric-acoustic guitars. Utilising 

advanced modelling technologies developed by Yamaha, THR5A 

offers simulations of classic tube condenser and dynamic mics 

combined with studio-grade effects to create recording-studio 

tone direct from your guitar .

LINE 6 DL4 DELAY  
STOMPBOX $419
The fabled “green box” Line 6 first released 

in 2000, containing 16 digitally modelled 

legendary echo and delay boxes.

LINE 6 RELAY G10 WIRELESS 
SYSTEM $299
Plug and play digital guitar wireless 

system for home or the studio that’s 

as easy to use as a regular cable.
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RYDEEN DRUM 
KIT PACKAGE

$999

Euro   22"x16"B / 10"x7"T / 12"x8"T / 16"x15"F / 14"x5.5"S

Fusion    20"x16"B / 10"x7"T / 12"x8"T / 14"x13"F / 14"x5.5"S

Black 
Glitter

Burgundy 
Glitter

Hot 
Red

Silver 
Glitter

Mellow 
Yellow

The complete drum kit package with 

everything included. Comes with great 

sounding drums, double braced hardware, 

Paiste cymbals (20" ride, 16" crash,  

14" hi-hats) and a BONUS DS550  

drum stool valued at RRP $119.99.

EURO PACKAGE  
W/ BONUS 14" FLOOR TOM
This Euro sized kit package includes 

14" snare drum, 22" bass drum,  

10" and 12" mounted toms, 16" floor 

tom, and BONUS 14" floor tom. 

Cymbals sold separately.

FUSION PACKAGE  
W/ BONUS 8" TOM
With all birch shells and professional 

hardware this is the perfect drum set 

for every practice room or performance 

stage. This Fusion sized kit package 

includes 14" snare drum, 20" bass drum, 

10" and 12" mounted toms, 14" floor 

tom, and a BONUS 8" tom with clamp 

and arm. Cymbals sold separately.

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH 
PACKS WITH  
BONUS TOMS

$1,399 each

Raven 
Black

Cranberry 
Red

Honey 
Amber

Pure 
White

Natural 
Wood

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH 
COLOURS AVAILABLE

RYDEEN SIZES & COLOURS AVAILABLE



BONUS

ELECTRONIC 
The perfect low noise, high fun way to begin your drumming 

journey, featuring over 400 great sounds, and with a choke-

able crash cymbal, 10 inbuilt training functions, this kit comes 

with everything you need to begin playing including a DS550 

drum stool, HPH-50 headphones and 5A Hickory drum sticks.

DTX452K PLUS 
PACKAGE $949
Step up with the DTX452K Plus 

with upgrades including a 3-zone 

snare drum pad, a HH65 hi-hat 

controller and a KP65 kick tower 

with a chain-drive acoustic bass 

drum pedal to enjoy the feel and 

expression of an acoustic drum kit 

while controlling your volume, so 

you can practice any time you like.

BONUS

PCY95AT CYMBAL PAD FOR DTX KITS $99
Additional cymbal for your DTX452K or 

DTX502 Series kit with clamp, arm and cable.

DTX402K  
PLUS PACKAGE

$699

Transform you entire drumkit into a powerful 

electronic acoustic hybrid with sampled 

sounds and studio quality digital effects. 

Every drummer needs one of these for 

practicing, recording or live performance.

DO MORE WITH YOUR DRUMS!

$599
EAD10 ELECTRIC ACOUSTIC 

DRUM MODULE
DTX522K PLUS 
PACKAGE $1,319
Facilitates realistic expression 

and playability that 

encompasses the tradition and 

characteristic of acoustic drum 

playing. Featuring 691 drum 

and percussion voices, 3-zone 

choke-able cymbal pads and 

3-zone textured silicon snare.
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Starter medium weight 14" hi-hats, 16" crash,  

20" ride and BONUS 18" crash.

PST3 UNIVERSAL BONUS SET$319

PST5 UNIVERSAL  
BONUS SET $529
Step up medium weight  

14" hi-hats, 16" crash, 

20" ride & BONUS  

18" crash.

BONUSBONUSBONUS

PST7 UNIVERSAL  
BONUS SET $629
Traditional medium 

weight 14" hi-hats, 

16" crash, 20" ride & 

BONUS 18" crash.

PST8 UNIVERSAL  
BONUS SET $719
Modern medium  

weight 14" hi-hats,  

16" crash, 20" ride & 

BONUS 18" crash.

CS865 CYMBAL STAND $169
Professional double-braced 

boom cymbal stand with 

hide-away boom arm, step 

free tilter and 3 tier height 

adjustment.

DS750 DRUM 
STOOL $109
Extra stability 

and comfort.

DS550 DRUM 
STOOL $95
Stable and reliable 

drum stool.

FP7210A $95
Chain-drive single 

bass drum pedal.

DFP8500C $499
Double chain-drive 

bass drum pedal.
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RYDEEN DRUM 
KIT PACKAGE

$999

Euro   22"x16"B / 10"x7"T / 12"x8"T / 16"x15"F / 14"x5.5"S

Fusion    20"x16"B / 10"x7"T / 12"x8"T / 14"x13"F / 14"x5.5"S

Black 
Glitter

Burgundy 
Glitter

Hot 
Red

Silver 
Glitter

Mellow 
Yellow

The complete drum kit package with 

everything included. Comes with great 

sounding drums, double-braced hardware, 

Paiste cymbals (20" ride, 16" crash,  

14" hi-hats) and a BONUS DS550  

drum stool valued at RRP $119.99.

RYDEEN SIZES & COLOURS AVAILABLE

EURO PACKAGE  
W/ BONUS 14" FLOOR TOM
This Euro sized kit package includes 

14" snare drum, 22" bass drum,  

10" and 12" mounted toms, 16" floor 

tom, and BONUS 14" floor tom. 

Cymbals sold separately.

FUSION PACKAGE  
W/ BONUS 8" TOM
With all birch shells and professional 

hardware this is the perfect drum set 

for every practice room or performance 

stage. This Fusion sized kit package 

includes 14" snare drum, 20" bass drum, 

10" and 12" mounted toms, 14" floor 

tom, and a BONUS 8" tom with clamp 

and arm. Cymbals sold separately.

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH 
PACKS WITH  
BONUS TOMS

$1,399 each

Raven 
Black

Cranberry 
Red

Honey 
Amber

Pure 
White

Natural 
Wood

STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH 
COLOURS AVAILABLE



BONUS

The perfect low noise, high fun way to begin your drumming 

journey. Featuring over 400 great sounds, with a choke-able 

crash cymbal and 10 inbuilt training functions, this kit comes 

with everything you need to begin playing including a DS550 

drum stool, HPH-50 headphones and 5A Hickory drum sticks.

DTX452K PLUS 
PACKAGE $949
Step up to the DTX452K PLUS 

with upgrades including a 3-zone 

snare drum pad, a HH65 hi-hat 

controller and a KP65 kick tower 

with a chain-drive acoustic bass 

drum pedal. Enjoy the feel and 

expression of an acoustic drum kit 

while controlling your volume, so 

you can practice any time you like.

BONUS

PCY95AT CYMBAL PAD FOR DTX KITS $99
Additional cymbal for your DTX452K or 

DTX502 Series kit with clamp, arm and cable.

DTX402K  
PLUS PACKAGE

$699

Transform your entire drumkit into a 

powerful electronic acoustic hybrid with 

sampled sounds and studio quality digital 

effects. Every drummer needs one of these 

for practicing, recording or live performance.

DO MORE WITH YOUR DRUMS!

$599
EAD10 ELECTRIC ACOUSTIC 

DRUM MODULE

DTX522K PLUS 
PACKAGE $1,319
Facilitates realistic expression 

and playability that 

encompasses the tradition and 

characteristic of acoustic drum 

playing. Featuring 691 drum 

and percussion voices, 3-zone 

choke-able cymbal pads and 

3-zone textured silicon snare.
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DT50S SNARE TRIGGER $99
Attach the DT50S to your snare or toms to transmit playing 

signals to your DTX trigger module to create powerful hybrid set.



STEINBERG UR22C 
RECORDING PACK

$409
The UR22C Recording Pack offers everything 

you need to start producing your first songs on 

your computer or iPad. USB-C audio interface, 

studio condenser microphone, monitor 

headphones, cables and Steinberg Cubase AI 

recording software are all included! 

MG10XU 
MIXER

$299
10 channels, 4 D-PRE mic preamps,  

1 AUX/ FX bus, 1-knob compressors, 

SPX digital effects, USB audio interface.

STEINBERG UR12 $149
USB audio interface 

with iPad connectivity, 

one instrument input 

and an outstanding 

D-PRE mic preamp.

PRO 

STEINBERG UR22C $249
USB-C audio interface with MIDI 

in/out, two D-PRE mic preamps, 

onboard DSP and latency-free 

monitoring with effects.  

Full iPad/Mac/PC support.

MG06X $189
6 channels, 2 D-PRE 

mic preamps, SPX 

digital effects.

MG12XU $489
12 channels, 6 D-PRE mic 

preamps, 2 group buses, 

2 AUX/FX buses, 1-knob 

compressors, SPX digital 

effects, USB audio interface.

STAGEPAS400 PA 
WITH BLUETOOTH

$999
400W portable PA system, 8 channel 

powered mixer, 2 x 8" speakers, 

bluetooth audio connectivity.
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The DBR series is up to the task of 

delivering powerful, high-quality sound in 

a lightweight and portable, cost-effective 

package. These powered speakers are 

available in 10", 12" and 15" models and are 

easy to set up and operate for users of all 

backgrounds.

DBR10 $649 EACH 

10" low frequency driver, 1" high frequency 

driver, 700 watts of power, 129dB SPL.

DBR12 $749 EACH 

12" low frequency driver, 1.4" high frequency 

driver, 1,000 watts of power, 131dB SPL.

DBR15 $849 EACH 

15" low frequency driver, 1.4" high frequency 

driver, 1,000 watts of power, 132dB SPL.

DBR SERIES

HS SERIES MONITORS 
DESIGNED TO DELIVER SONIC ACCURACY

HS5 $299 EACH

With a small footprint well suited to smaller studios, the 

HS5 is a 2-way bass-reflex bi-amplified nearfield studio 

monitor with 5" cone woofer and 1" dome tweeter.

HS7 $369 EACH 

Providing a good balance of size vs volume, the HS7 is a 

2-way bass-reflex bi-amplified nearfield studio monitor 

with 6.5" cone woofer and 1" dome tweeter.

HS8 $469 EACH 

Ideal for larger rooms, the HS8 is a 2-way bass-reflex  

bi-amplified nearfield studio monitor with 8” cone woofer 

and 1" dome tweeter.

HS8S SUB $549 EACH 

The perfect addition to HS studio monitors, the HS8S is 

an 8" bass-reflex powered subwoofer that delivers low 

frequencies down to 22Hz.
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HS Series
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